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ABSTRACT 

Imperceptibly more and more organizations are opting for outsourcing data to remote cloud service providers 

(CSPs). Clients can rent the CSPs storage infrastructure to store and get back almost infinite amount of data by 

paying amount per month. On behalf of an improved level of scalability, availability, and durability, some 

clients may want their data to be virtual on multiple servers across multiple data centers. The additional 

metaphors the CSPs is stated to store, the more amounts the clients are charged. As a result, clients need to 

have a strong assurance that the CSP is storing all data images that are decided upon in the service contract, 

and all these counterparts are reliable with the most recent modifications issued by the clients. Map-based 

provable multicopy.  1) it affords an proof to the clients that the CSP is not corrupt by storing less images; 2) it 

supports outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it supports block-level functions, such as block alteration, addition, 

deletion, and append; and 3) it permits official users to effortlessly access the file copies stored by the CSP. In 

addition, we discuss the security against colluding servers, and discuss how to recognize corrupted copies by a 

little revising the projected scheme.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Outsourcing data to a remote cloud service provider (CSP) permits society to store additional data on the CSP 

than on private computer systems. Such outsourcing of data storage allows society to focus on improvement and 

relieves the load of constant server updates and other computing matter. On one occasion the data has been 

outsourced to a remote CSP which may not be dependable, the data owners drop the direct control over their 

confidential data. This need of control raises new difficult and demanding tasks connected to data 

confidentiality and integrity protection in cloud computing. 

The confidentiality issue can be feeling by encrypting confidential data before outsourcing to remote servers. As 

such, it is a vital demand of customers to have strong proofs that the cloud servers still have their data and it is 

not being corrupt with or partially deleted over time. As a result, many researchers have played attention on the 

Problem of provable data possession (PDP) and proposed different systems to review the data stored on remote 
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servers. PDP is a method for authenticating data integrity over remote servers. In a typical PDP model, the data 

owners produce some metadata for a data file to be used later for verification purposes through a challenge-

response protocol with the remote/cloud server.  

The owner sends the file to be stored on a remote server which may be untrusted, and erases the local copy of 

the file. One of the core design ethics of outsourcing data is to provide dynamic behavior of data for a variety of 

applications. This means that the slightly stored data can be not only accessed by the authorized users, but also 

efficient and scaled Examples of PDP constructions that deal with dynamic data [1], [6][7][8]. The final are 

how-ever for a single copy of the data file. PDP method has been obtainable for multiple copies of static data 

[3]-[5].  PDP system directly deals with multiple copies of dynamic data. When proving multiple data copies, 

generally system integrity check fails if there is one or more corrupted copies were present. To deal with this 

issue and recognize which copies have been corrupted, a slight modification has been applied to the proposed 

scheme. 

 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The cloud computing storage model measured in this work includes three main components as illustrated in Fig. 

1: (i) A data owner that can be an organization initially possessing confidential data to be stored in the cloud. (ii) 

A CSP who handles cloud servers (CSs) and offers paid storage space on its infrastructure to store the owner’s 

files.  (iii) Authorized users — a set of owner’s clients who have the right to access the remote data. The storage 

model used in this work can be assumed by much practical requests. For example, e-Health applications can be 

predicted by this model where the patients’ database that includes large and confidential information can be 

stored on the cloud servers. In these types of applications, the e-Health organization can be measured as the data 

owner, and the physicians as the approved users who have the right to access the patients’ medical history. 

Many other practical applications like financial, scientific, and educational applications can be observed in 

similar settings. 
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Fig-1: Architecture 

III. RELATED WORKS 

3.1 Dynamic Provable Data Possession [1]  

As storage-outsourcing services and resource-sharing networks have become popular, the problem of efficiently 

proving the integrity of data stored at untrusted servers has received increased attention. In the provable data 

possession (PDP) model, the client pre-processes the data and then sends it to an untrusted server for storage, 

while keeping a small amount of meta-data. The client later asks the server to prove that the stored data has not 

been tampered with or deleted (without downloading the actual data). However, the original PDP scheme 

applies only to static (or append-only) files. 

 

3.2 Provable Data Possession at Un-trusted Stores [2] 

We introduce a model for provable data possession (PDP) that allows a client that has stored data at an untrusted 

server to verify that the server possesses the original data without retrieving it. The model generates 

probabilistic proofs of possession by sampling random sets of blocks from the server, which drastically reduces 

I/O costs. The client maintains a constant amount of metadata to verify the proof. The challenge/response 

protocol transmits a small, constant amount of data, which minimizes network communication. Thus, the PDP 

model for remote data checking supports large data sets in widely-distributed storage systems. We present two 

provably-secure PDP schemes that are more efficient than previous solutions, even when compared with 

schemes that achieve weaker guarantees. In particular, the overhead at the server is low (or even constant), as 

opposed to linear in the size of the data. Experiments using our implementation verify the practicality of PDP 

and reveal that the performance of PDP is bounded by disk I/O and not by cryptographic computation. 

 

3.3 MR-PDP: Multiple-Replica Provable Data Possession [3] 

Many storage systems rely on replication to increase the availability and durability of data on untrusted storage 

systems. At present, such storage systems provide no strong evidence that multiple copies of the data are 

actually stored. Storage servers can collude to make it look like they are storing many copies of the data, 

whereas in reality they only store a single copy. We address this short- coming through multiple-replica 

provable data possession (MR-PDP): A provably-secure scheme that allows a client that stores t replicas of a file 

in a storage system to verify through a challenge-response protocol that (1) each unique replica can be produced 

at the time of the challenge and that (2) the storage system uses t times the storage required to store a single 

replica. MR-PDP extends previous work on data possession proofs for a single copy of a file in a client/server 

storage system [4]. Using MR-PDP to store t replicas is computationally much more efficient than using a 

single-replica PDP scheme to store t separate, unrelated files (e.g., by encrypting each file separately prior to 

storing it). Another advantage of MR-PDP is that it can generate further replicas on demand, at little expense, 

when some of the existing replicas fail. 
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3.4 Provable Possession and Replication of Data over Cloud Servers [4] 

Cloud Computing (CC) is an emerging computing paradigm that can potentially offer a number of important 

advantages. One of the fundamental advantages of CC is pay-as-you-go pricing model, where customers pay 

only according to their usage of the services. Currently, data generation is outpacing users’ storage availability, 

thus there is an increasing need to outsource such huge amount of data. Outsourcing data to a remote Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP) is a growing trend for numerous customers and organizations alleviating the burden of 

local data storage and maintenance. Moreover, customers rely on the data replication provided by the CSP to 

guarantee the availability and durability of their data. Therefore, Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) provide 

storage infrastructure and web services interface that can be used to store and retrieve an unlimited amount of 

data with fees metered in GB/month. The mechanisms used for data replication vary according to the nature of 

the data; more copies are needed for critical data that cannot easily be re- produced. This critical data should be 

replicated on multiple servers across multiple data centers. On the other hand, non-critical, reproducible data are 

stored at reduced levels of redundancy. The pricing model is related to the replication strategy. Therefore, it is of 

crucial importance to customers to have a strong evidence that they actually get the service they pay for. 

Moreover, they need to verify that all their data copies are not being tampered with or partially deleted over 

time. Consequently, the problem of Provable Data Possession (PDP) has been considered in many research 

papers. Unfortunately, previous PDP schemes focus on a single copy of the data and provide no guarantee that 

the CSP stores multiple copies of customers’ data. In this paper we address this challenging issue and propose 

efficient Multi-Copy Provable Data Possession (EMC-PDP) protocols. We prove the security of our protocols 

against colluding servers. Through extensive performance analysis and experimental results, we demonstrate the 

efficiency of our protocols. 

 

3.5 Multi-Copy Dynamic Data Possession MN-Pmddp 

A map-based provable multi-copy dynamic data possession (MB-PMDDP) has been proposed in this method. 

This method provides a sufficient guarantee that the CSP stores all copies that are agreed upon in the service 

contract. Additionally, the method supports outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it supports block- level functions 

such as block alteration, insertion, removal, and append. The certified users, who have the right to access the 

owner’s file, can effortlessly access the copies received from the CSP.   ii)A thorough comparison of MB-

PMDDP with a reference scheme, which one can obtain by expanding existing PDP models for dynamic single-

copy data has been carried. 

. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Outsourcing data to remote servers has turn into a growing trend for many organizations to ease the burden of 

local data storage and protection. In this work a review is carried out by  considering the difficulty of creating 
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multiple copies of dynamic data file and confirm those copies stored on untrusted cloud servers. The 

communication between the authorized users and the CSP is measured in our system, where the authorized users 

can effortlessly access a data copy received from the CSP using a single secret key shared with the data owner. 

Furthermore, the proposed scheme supports public verifiability, allows arbitrary number of auditing, and allows 

possession-free verification where the verifier has the capability to verify the data integrity even though they 

neither possesses nor retrieves the file blocks from the server.   
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